
The unique configuration of this tool facilitates the making of 2, 3 or 4 ply cords 
or twisted fringes, the snap-in Spinners  easily inserted or removed. 

DECORATIVE CORDS

Divide the threads that you want to make into a cord into groups of  equal 
length, one group for each of the Spinners that you will be using. Each group 
can consist of one or more threads.   The basic technique is to fold the thread 
groups in half and then twist them from the center. 

Open each Fastener, in turn, by pushing up the adjacent extending Pole under 
the Rotator Head, and insert each thread group under the Fastener at the 
center where you folded them. 

For short cords, hold the Cord Maker in one hand, and all the free thread ends 
together in your opposite hand, keeping your fingers between the groups to 
keep them separated.  If the threads are long, knot all the free ends together and 
place over a hook, clamp or door knob.

Holding the Cord Maker so there is some tension on the loops, push the Button 
DOWN (toward the battery end), rotating the Spinners and twisting  each 
individual thread group. NOTE: Keep the  groups separated  using your fingers 
or a friend, as necessary. 

When a tight twist has been achieved, push the same Button UP (toward the 
rotator end), the spinning Rotator now automatically twisting the individual 
groups together forming the finished cord. Release both ends and the resulting 
cord will remain in a relaxed, normal twisted configuration. The tighter the 
initial twist, the tighter the twist of the final cord. 

TWISTED FRINGES 

Use two adjacent Spinners. For each fringe cord, take a small group of  free 
strands and divide into two groups, one for each Spinner. Secure the end of 
each group into one of the Fasteners leaving a minimum free end.  Proceed as 
for the cord, overtwisting so the twist will run to the strand ends when released 
from the Spinners. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
When using this product, basic safety precautions should be followed, including the 
following:

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING

WARNING

1. Never operate the unit if it is not working properly, if it has been damaged or 
immersed in water.

2. This product should not be used by or near children or people with certain 
disabilities.

3. Use only new batteries. 
4. Use this product only for its intended use as described in this manual.
5. DO NOT use this product for any other purpose.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

HOW TO LOAD THE BATTERIES

1. Slightly twist the battery compartment cover to the left to remove.

2. Insert the 2 AA batteries (not included) into the tool with the positive (+) sides in 
first.

3. Once batteries are in place, replace battery cover and twist into closed position. In 
order for the unit to work properly, be sure to insert both batteries into the base, 
raised end first.

4. WARNING: Do not mix old and new batteries. Do not mix alkaline, standard 
(carbon-zinc), or rechargeable (nickel cadmium) batteries
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